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0 - Publications, reports from the project:

1 - Objectives

An experimental study of bi-directional, stratified,
exchange flows through an idealised, trapezoidal-shaped
channel, is proposed. Four configurations are
considered:

Case 1: bi-directional exchange flows in a non-rotating,
rigid-bottom channel: this configuration is representative
of a narrow sea strait, where earth rotation effects on
exchange flow are deemed negligible;

Case 2: bi-directional exchange flows in a rotating,
rigid-bottom channel: this configuration is
representative of wider sea straits, where earth
rotation effects are important on exchange flow
dynamics; Case 3: bi-directional exchange flows in
a non-rotating channel with an erodible bed layer:
this configuration is most representative of a
narrow estuary or tidal inlet where Coriolis effects
are negligible; and Case 4: bi-directional exchange
flows in a rotating channel with an erodible bed
layer: this configuration is more representative of
wider estuarine channels where Coriolis effects
have an influence on exchange flow dynamics and,
hence, bed morphodynamics.

The main objective of the experiments is to answer to
the following specific research questions:

(i) How does channel bathymetry (i.e. channel cross-
sectional shape) influence flow distribution, interfacial mixing and entrainment, secondary circulations, and near-bed
dynamics in bi-directional, stratified, exchange flows?

(ii) How is the exchange flow behaviour influenced by other external forcing characteristics within sea straits and
estuaries (i.e. tidal fluxes; freshwater flows; density differences; Coriolis effects)? (iii) What are the reciprocal
feedback mechanisms generated between the bi-directional exchange flow and the channel topography with a
deformable (i.e. erodible) bottom boundary? (iv) Does the erodible channel adjust to quasi-equilibrium profile
under specific external forcing conditions?

2 - Experimental setup

2.1 General description

Project Name
0 - Publications, reports from the project:
1 - Objectives
2 - Experimental setup

2.1 General description
2.2 Definition of the coordinate system
2.3 Relevant fixed geometrical parameters:
2.4 Definition of the variable control parameters
2.5 Definition of the relevant non-dimensional numbers

3 Instrumentation and data acquisition
3.1 Instruments and measurements

(a) Acoustic doppler velocimeters (Vectrino ADV+) and profiler (Vectrino …
(b) PIV-LIF Measurements
(c) Conductivity Probes

3.2 Initial experimental set-up and operation
(a) Initial configuration
(b) Definition of time origin
(c) Instrument synchronisation

4 - Methods of calibration and data processing:
5 - Organization of data files:
6 - Table of experiments
7 - Diary:

Set-up and Instrument Configuration (Tuesday) 22/05/2018
Set-up and Instrument Configuration (Wednesday) 23/05/2018
Set-up and Instrument Configuration (Thursday) 24/05/2018
Set-up and Instrument Configuration, ADV calibration of freshwater …

Test Experimental Run with Low Rotation ( ) (Monday) …

Test Experimental Run with Higher Rotation ( ) …
Experimental Run with Zero Rotation (Wednesday) 30/05/2018

Experimental Run with Rotation (Thursday) …

Experimental Run with Rotation (Friday) …

Experimental Run with Rotation (Monday) …

Experimental Run with salt current and no rotation …

Experimental Run with salt current and no rotation …

Experimental Run with salt current and rotation …

Test Experimental Run with salt current and rotation $\Omega = 0.0523 …
Data analysis (Monday) 11/06/2018

Experimental Run with salt current and rotation …

Experimental Run with salt current and rotation , …
Data analysis and preparation for soft bottom experiments (Thursday) …

Discussion of experimental conditions with soft bottom (Friday) …

Preparations for experiments with sediments (Monday) 18/06/2018

Test experiments with sediments and zero rotation (Tuesday) 19/06/2018

Test experiments with sediments and rotation …

Experiments with sediments and rotation …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Friday) …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Wednesday) …

Experiments with sediments and no rotation (Thursday) …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Friday) …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Tuesday) …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Wednesday) …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Thursday) …

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Friday) …

Appendix A: Preliminary Saline Water Flow Calculations
Appendix B: Trapezoidal channel Froude number
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The above figure shows a schematic diagram of the idealised experimental set-up, while the top view and side view below
show the experimental configuration and instrument positioning. Four configurations are considered, namely: (a) non-
rotating, rigid trapezoidal channel (Case 1); (b) rotating, rigid trapezoidal channel (Case 2); (c) non-rotating, erodible
trapezoidal channel (Case 3); and (d) rotating, erodible trapezoidal channel (Case 4). The main differences between these
four cases are therefore (i) whether rotation angular frequency  is greater than or equal to zero and (ii) whether the bed of
the trapezoidal channel is deformable. In all cases, the initial experimental conditions are such that the fluid in basin A is
homogeneous freshwater of density , and the initial inflow rate of freshwater =0. A saline water intrusion is then
introduced at the bottom of basin B with a constant flow rate  from the filling system of the platform and injection via a
manifold arrangement to ensure uniform distribution of the inflow into the lower layer of the sea basin (see figure). This salt
water intrusion develops a quasi-steady lower layer flow of nominal layer thickness  through the trapezoidal channel. At
this time, a counter-flowing upper layer freshwater flow of nominal thickness  and flow rate  can be developed by the
pumped re-circulatation of fresh with using axial pumps sited on each side of the channel outlet of the sea basin. An inlet
manifold in basin A is also designed to ensure uniform inflow of the freshwater with thin boundary layers.

The net saline water inflow  is balanced by sinks at the bottom on each side of the channel such that the total water depth
remains constant (see figure below). This is done manually by adjusting the valve.

Experimental measurements focus on obtaining high temporal and spatial resolution density and velocity fields using both
flow visualisation (i.e. PIV and LIF) and probe profiling (i.e. ADV, micro-conductivity) measurements. In all cases,
measurements are focused on a central 2 m section along the 6.5 m length the trapezoidal channel (i.e. away from the
converging channel sections from basins A and B) to ensure the exchanged flows through the channel are geostrophically-
adjusted (see Appendix ** for calculation). Probe measurements are taken across the horizontal part of the trapezoidal
channel (i.e. y = -0.5 to 0.5 m, see top and side views of instrument configuration below). An additional conductivity probe
profile is obtained within the salt water basin B to identify the salt-freshwater interface elevation at this location, while fixed
position density measurements are also obtained in the central viewing area for LIF calibration purposes.

Two-dimensional Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) are performed in streamwise-vertical
(XZ) and horizontal (XY) planes within the central 2 m visualisation area to measure synoptic velocity and density fields in the
horizontal and vertical planes at a number of lateral (Y) and vertical (Z) locations in the trapezoidal channel. In this regard,
the global visualisation fields are provided by two laser systems to illuminate the central area by vertical and horizontal
sheets, which can be scanned in the lateral and vertical directions, respectively [see figure above].
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Flow visualization is achieved via side-mounted and top-mounted cameras (two cameras are used in each case for PIV and
LIF measurements). The side-mounted cameras for the streamwise-vertical (XZ) plane measurements are called PCOVertical
(PIV and LIF), while the equivalent top-mounted cameras for the horizontal (XY) plane measurements are named PCO2top
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(PIV and LIF) - see Figure above. The fields of view of these different cameras have been adjusted to largely overlap within
the main, central 2 m flow area of interest.

Rapid-deploying, micro-conductivity probe profilers (6 probes) are positioned on a transect arm across the horizontal bed
section of the trapezoidal channel. These are concentrated on the right hand side of the channel (looking downstream from
the salt water basin B in the direction of salt water flow). This is under the expectation that the geostrophic adjustment in the
salt water intrusion in rotating experiment will be inclined on the right hand side of the channel. One side-looking and one
down-looking acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADVs) are positioned with their sampling volumes at an equivalent vertical
elevation to coupled micro-conductivity probe tips to collect velocity profiles at very similar locations to the micro-conductivity
probes in order to predict “instantaneous” gradient Richardson number profiles at two selected locations (see top and side
views below). An additional ADV profiler is positioned at a fixed location to measure the near bed velocity field and potentially
pick up details of the Ekman drainage layer within the rotating experiments. These ADV probes and profiler are utilized both
in the fixed and erodible bed experiments to measure detailed development of velocity profiles at set streamwise positions
along the trapezoidal channel.

A bottom-boundary visualisation technique, utilising the vertical laser sheet, will also be used to measure deformations in the
erodible bed.... more details to follow.

Experimental schedule

Configuration Bed condition Rotation Order Remarks

1. Non-rotating, Rigid Trapezoidal
Channel

Perspex(Plexiglass) No 1
Configurations 1 & 2 will be
conducted together

2. Rotating, Rigid Trapezoidal
Channel

Perspex(Plexiglass) Yes 1
Configurations 1 & 2 will be
conducted together

3. Non-rotating, Erodible
Trapezoidal Channel

Polystyrene sediment particles
(300 micron)

No 2
Configurations 3 & 4 will be
conducted together

4. Rotating, Erodible Trapezoidal
Channel

Polystyrene sediment particles
(300 micron)

Yes 2
Configurations 3 & 4 will be
conducted together

2.2 Definition of the coordinate system

Right-hand rule coordinate system (see Fig. **):

 origin (x=0) at the start of the trapezoidal channel (at salt water basin B); horizontal along channel and positive in direction
of salt water current.

 origin (y=0) at the centreline of trapezoidal channel; horizontal across channel and positive towards left-hand slope
(looking down-channel from salt water basin B)

 origin (z=0) at horizontal botton of trapezoidal channel; positive in vertical upward direction.

2.3 Relevant fixed geometrical parameters:

Notation Defintion Value remarks

Bottom trapezoidal channel width
=100

cm
Width of rigid channel bottom or erodible sediment bed

Top trapezoidal channel width
=200

cm
Full width at top of trapezoidal channel (NOT width of
water free surface)

Channel length =650 cm Overall length of trapezoidal channel

Slope angle of trapezoidal channel walls
=45

deg

Height of trapezoidal channel bottom (from
basin bottom)

=55 cm

2.4 Definition of the variable control parameters

Notation Definition Unit Initial estimated values Remarks

Density difference 2.5, 5, 10

Channel submergence depth m 0.35, 0.45

Period of rotation s 30, 60 As well as non-rotating cases

Angular Velocity 1/s 0, , 

Freshwater flow rate l/s 0, 3.5, 7, 12.5, 20 (start then four iterations)

Salt water flow rate l/s 7 (continuous at same rate throughout)

2.5 Definition of the relevant non-dimensional numbers

Horizontal Reynolds number through the trapezoidal channel, .

Internal composite Froude number across the obstruction, , , ,

.

Rossby number, .

Internal Rossby radius of deformation, .

Shields Parameter, , where  is the density of the fluid,  is the density of the sediment,  is the
boundary layer velocity, typically one twentieth of the free stream velocity and  is the diameter of the sediment particle.
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Rouse Number, , where  is the fall velocity of the sediment.

Need to add something about sediment scaling....

3 Instrumentation and data acquisition

3.1 Instruments and measurements

(a) Acoustic doppler velocimeters (Vectrino ADV+) and profiler (Vectrino Profiler)

One side-looking ADV (Nortek Vectrino+) and one down-looking ADV (Nortek Vectrino+) were set up on the transect bar
spanning across the horizontal bottom of the trapezoidal channel (see side and top views of instrument set-up). These were
utilised to obtain velocity profiles at positions close to corresponding density measurements (see conductivity probes below).
A fixed elevation ADV profiler (Vectrino Profiler) was also installed to measure the near-bed flow region (from z = 0 - 3 cm)
near to the horizontal-inclined bed transition in the trapezoidal channel (on the right side, looking downstream from salt
water basin B). These velocity measurements were obtained at a data acquisition frequency of 25 Hz [although higher
frequencies up to 200 Hz for ADV (Vectrino+) and 100 Hz for the ADV profiler were possible].

Data acquisition for these ADV probe/profiler systems needs to be initiated using the ADV software (i.e. separately from the
Labview data acquisition control system).

(b) PIV-LIF Measurements
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PIV and LIF measurements were obtained within horizontal (XY) and vertical (XZ) planes in the 2 m central region of the
trapezoidal channel. Two time sequenced cameras were used in each case for PIV and LIFG It is proposed to measure 10
vertical PIV-LIF slices at lateral positions y = 20, 10, 0, -10, -20, -30, -40, -50, -60, -70 cm, while 8 horizontal PIV-LIF slices
will also be obtained at z = 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 34 cm (for flow depth  = 35 cm in trapezoidal channel).

PIV-LIF data acquisition in each slice will be conducted at an acquisition frequency of 20 Hz for a duration of 2 mins (120 s)
per slice. This means that we will acquire 2,000 images per slice for PIV-LIF analysis.

Synchronization of PIV-LIF measurements is controlled through the Labview data acquisition control system.

(c) Conductivity Probes

Two of the four existing "Head" conductivity probes (PME) are mounted on the transect arm traversing system, coupled to the
two ADV probes to calculate instantaneous Richardson number profiles (see side and top view figures). One other PME "Head"
conductivity probe is mounted on a separate traverse system located within the salt water basin B, while the final probe is
sited at a fixed location (x = *** cm; y = -40 cm; z = 1 cm) for calibration purposes for the LIF measurements.

The output signals from these conductivity probes are obtained and recorded in the Labview data acqusition control system,
which, for the profiling probes, can then be time-matched with the recorded displacement by the vertical profile traversing
systems.

Four new conductivity probes (Conduino) are also mounted on the transect arm traverse system to provide information on
changes to the cross-channel density structure for rotating experiments. Output from these probes is not, however,
controlled/recorded by Labview and care must therefore be taken to ensure these profiles are time matched with
corresponding PME "Head" probes.

3.2 Initial experimental set-up and operation

(a) Initial configuration

The initial experimental configuration is one in which the trapezoidal channel is filled with fresh water of density . Saline
water of density  is then added via the manifold located within the salt water basin B (i.e. ), initially very slowly to
minimise mixing until the saline-fresh water interface reaches the same elevation as the horizontal bottom of the trapezoidal
channel (  = 0.55m). At this point, the salt water flow rate  is increased to the prescribed value for the experimental run
and a dense bottom intrusion layer is generated along the bottom of the channel (in the direction of the fresh water basin A).
Once quasi-steady conditions are established in the channel, PIV-LIF and ADV-conductivity probe measurements are obtained
for this flow configuration. The salt water flow rate  is then stopped and the initial freshwater flow rate  is initialised by
switching on the fresh water recirculation pumps at a defined flow rate. When the fresh water flow is fully established (i.e.
quasi-steady) within the channel, the saline water flow rate is restarted to generate an bi-directional exchange flow. Within all
experiments, the flow rate of the salt water  remains the same while the flow rate of the fresh water  will be increased
incrementally over a range of values. At each incremental increase in , the saline water flow  is stopped until quasi-
steady fresh water flow conditions are established in the channel. A total of 5 or 6 values of fresh water flow  will be tested
depending on the initial calibrations of the re-circulation pumps. It is anticipated that the majority of these  conditions
will result in bi-directional exchange flows (with or without rotation), although in some instances for high  ratios, the
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lower saline intrusion layer may be arrested within the channel.

(b) Definition of time origin

The time origin of each experimental run is given when the maximum saline water flow rate  is initialised. Thus, for the
first experimental run (when fresh water flow ),  is specified when the prescribed salt water flow rate  is
initiated (when the interface elevation in the salt water basin = ). For all subsequent experimental runs ( ),  is
specified when the prescribed salt water flow  is restarted (i.e. following establishment of the quasi-steady fresh water flow

 in the channel.

(c) Instrument synchronisation

The measurements within each experimental run will comprise (i) vertical and horizontal PIV-LIF flow visualisation and (ii)
ADV-conductivity probe (velocity-density) profiling. These two measurement types cannot be synchronised to occur at the
same time. Initially, the PIV-LIF measurements will be undertaken with the probe instrument carriage sited in the freshwater
basin to avoid interference with the vertical laser sheet. The lateral and vertical positioning of the XZ and XY plane laser
sheets, respectively, as well as the duration of PIV-LIF measurements in each illuminated slice are controlled by the Labview
instrument control system. For the ADV-conductivity probe measurements, the probe positioning for vertical profiling (via the
traversing systems) are also controlled by Labview, as are the outputs from the four PME "Head" micro-conductivity probes.
The ADV probes and profiler, along with the new *** micro-conductivity probes are controlled by NORTEK software and a
bespoke conductivity acquisition program, respectively.

4 - Methods of calibration and data processing:

see DataProcessing?.

5 - Organization of data files:

All data related to the project are in Coriolis /.fsnet/project/coriolis/2014/'project name'

0_DOC: miscellaneous documentation and reports
0_MATLAB_FCT: specific matlab functions
0_PHOTOS: photos of set-up
0_REF_FILES: files of general use (calibration data, grids ...)
DATA: raw data sets from PIV, LIF, ADV and micro-conductivity probe measurements
0_RESULTS: processed data (time series, statistics...) and figures.
EXP1, EXP2, folder for each experiment with names given in the table below. The names refer to the FJORD, ESTUARY
or GULF(effect of rotation) cases.

Within each experiments, images from successive runs are put in subdirectories labelled by a, b, c... Probes data
are put in a folder 'PROBES'. Data from the acoustic anemometer are in a folder ADV.

Each folder of Images contains subfolders DeviceFolder named after the camera name, 'DALSA1', 'DALSA2',
'NIKON' (used only for a few experiments).
Results from data processing are stored in a folder DeviceFolder.ext where ext is set by the processing
program.
An xml file DeviceFolder.xml specifies information from the devices, for instance timing and calibration
parameters for an image series.

Probe data are put in the folder PROBES, in files with names labelled with a, b , c corresponding to the run. The
original text format .lvm is translated into netcdf (extension .nc) for faster reading and standardisation.

6 - Table of experiments

List of parameter, Param1... , denoted by names defined in sections 2.3 and 2.4.

Date
Exp.
Name

Exp.
No. (s) Pump

No.
(l/s) (l/s) (m)

PIV-
LIF
(XZ)

PIV-
LIF
(XY)

30/05/18 EXP01 A - - 998 - - - 3 8 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

30/05/18 EXP01 B - - 998 - - - 6 20 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

30/05/18 EXP01 C - - 998 - - - 9 32 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

31/05/18 EXP02 A 200 0.0314 998 - - - 3 8 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

31/05/18 EXP02 B 200 0.0314 998 - - - 6 20 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

31/05/18 EXP02 C 200 0.0314 998 - - - 9 32 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

01/06/18 EXP03 A 120 0.0524 998 - - - 3 8 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

01/06/18 EXP03 B 120 0.0524 998 - - - 6 20 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

01/06/18 EXP03 C 120 0.0524 998 - - - 9 32 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

04/06/18 EXP04 A 60 0.1047 998 - - - 3 8 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

04/06/18 EXP04 B 60 0.1047 998 - - - 6 20 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,

04/06/18 EXP04 C 60 0.1047 998 - - - 9 32 - 0.43 No Yes
Yes,
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05/06/18 EXP05 A - - 998 1010 12 0.118 3 8 4.4 0.43 No No
Yes,
Yes

05/06/18 EXP05 C - - 999 1010 11 0.108 6 20 4.4 0.43 No No
Yes,
Yes

06/06/18 EXP05 B - - 1000 1010 10 0.098 9 32 4.4 0.43 No No
Yes,
Yes

06/06/18 EXP05 O - - 1002 1010 8 0.078 - - 4.4 0.43 No No
Yes,
Yes

07/06/18 EXP06 O 200 0.0314 1003.8 1011 7.2 0.070 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes
Yes,
Yes

07/06/18 EXP06 A 200 0.0314 1003.2 1011 7.8 0.076 3 8 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes
Yes,
Yes

07/06/18 EXP06 B 200 0.0314 1002.5 1011 8.5 0.083 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes
Yes,
Yes

08/06/18 EXP07 B 120 0.0524 1005.2 1013 7.8 0.076 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes
Yes,
Yes

08/06/18 EXP07 A 120 0.0524 1005.6 1013 7.4 0.072 3 8 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes
Yes,
Yes

08/06/18 EXP07 O 120 0.0524 1005.9 1013 7.1 0.069 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes
Yes,
Yes

12/06/18 EXP08 B 60 0.1047 998.8 1009.2 10.4 0.102 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes No
Yes,
Yes

12/06/18 EXP08 A 60 0.1047 999.9 1009.2 9.3 0.091 3 8 4.4 0.43 Yes No
Yes,
Yes

12/06/18 EXP08 O 60 0.1047 1000.0 1009.2 9.2 0.090 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes No
Yes,
Yes

13/06/18 EXP09 O 30 0.2094 1001.4 1010.0 8.6 0.084 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes

13/06/18 EXP10 B - - 1002.1 1011.4 9.3 0.091 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes

13/06/18 EXP10 O - - 1002.2 1011.4 9.2 0.090 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes

19/06/18 EXP11 O - - 998.4 1009.7 11.3 0.111 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes

19/06/18 EXP12 O - - 998.4 1009.7 11.3 0.111 - - 6.5 0.43 Yes Yes

19/06/18 EXP13 O - - 998.4 1009.7 11.3 0.111 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes Yes

20/06/18 EXP04S A 60 0.1047 998.5 - - - 3 8 - 0.43 Yes Yes

20/06/18 EXP04S A1 60 0.1047 998.5 - - - 4 12 - 0.43 Yes Yes

20/06/18 EXP04S A2 60 0.1047 998.5 - - - 5 16 - 0.43 Yes Yes

21/06/18 EXP04S B 60 0.1047 999.4 - - - 6 20 - 0.43 Yes No

21/06/18 EXP08S O 60 0.1047 999.4 1009.4 10.0 0.098 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes No

21/06/18 EXP08S B 60 0.1047 999.4 1009.4 10.0 0.098 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes No

21/06/18 EXP08S A 60 0.1047 1000.4 1009.4 9.0 0.088 3 8 4.4 0.43 Yes No

21/06/18 EXP08S_bis B 60 0.1047 1000.4 1009.4 9.0 0.088 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes No

21/06/18 EXP08S_ter B 60 0.1047 1000.4 1009.4 9.0 0.088 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes No

22/06/18 EXP03S A 120 0.0524 1002.0 1011.0 9.0 0.088 3 8 4.4 0.43 Yes No

22/06/18 EXP03S B 120 0.0524 1001.3 1011.0 9.7 0.095 6 20 4.4 0.43 Yes No

22/06/18 EXP07S O 120 0.0524 1002.0 1010.5 8.5 0.083 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes No

22/06/18 EXP07S Obls 120 0.0524 1002.0 1010.5 8.5 0.083 - - 4.4 0.43 Yes No

22/06/18 EXP07S A 120 0.0524 1002.0 1010.5 8.5 0.083 3 8 4.4 0.43 Yes No

7 - Diary:

Set-up and Instrument Configuration (Tuesday) 22/05/2018

Decision made on probe (ADV and micro-conductivity) locations along the transect arm running across the channel width (see
Side and Top view figures). One micro-conductivity probe also positioned in salt water basin at centreline ( ) and one
fixed probe positioned ( ; ; ) in PIV-LIF measurement area for calibration purposes.
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Set-up and Instrument Configuration (Wednesday) 23/05/2018

Probes (ADV and micro-conductivity) aligned such that the minimum elevation of measurements was at  above
horizontal bottom. Down-looking and side-looking ADV probe measurement volumes aligned with micro-conductivity probes
to allow calculation of gradient Richardson number profiles. Small glass-walled tank placed in the trapezoidal channel at the
LIF-PIV measurement section and filled with freshwater to test PIV-LIF cameras in horizontal and vertical planes for required
rhodamine dye concentrations. Dye concentration of 5 mg/l selected as being appropriate, although this needs to be tested in
the trapezoidal channel itself with the cameras looking through water rather than air.

Set-up and Instrument Configuration (Thursday) 24/05/2018

Filling of the Coriolis tank began in the morning but was stopped when a leak was discovered between the salt water basin B
and the surrounding ambient water tank. This required a repair with mastic which had to be left to dry for the remainder of
the day.

Set-up and Instrument Configuration, ADV calibration of freshwater recirculating pumps (Friday) 25/05/2018

Following the repair, the basin was filled completely with freshwater (early am) to an overall depth H = 0.9m. Total depth
within trapezoidal channel was 0.35m. A significant quantity of seeding particles (0.6 mm particles) were added to the tank at
the freshwater inlet end of the channel. These were recirculated around the tank by the freshwater pumps operating at
maximum rate (dial setting 11). PIV-LIF systems were tested in the vertical (XZ) and horizontal (XY) planes, although no
good images were possible due to the high levels of turbidity and particles within the tank. It was decided to move the
horizontal (XY) plane laser and vertical (XZ) plane cameras closer to the transparent inclined wall of the trapezoidal channel
to hopefully reduce both the attenuation of the horizontal laser passing through the seeded water body and to provide clearer
images of suspended particles in the illuminated XZ plane. The rest of the day was spent collecting velocity profile
measurements with the down-looking and side-looking ADVs to allow us to calibrate the freshwater flow rate  generated in
the trapezoidal channel by the two re-circulating pumps. Three velocity profiles were obtained with each ADV for each of the
pump settings from 1 to 11.

Test Experimental Run with Low Rotation ( ) (Monday) 28/05/2018

The PIV-LIF systems were tested with the new horizontal laser and vertical camera positions. Unfortunately, this did not seem
to improve the image quality significantly due to the high turbidity levels within the water. This might have been was caused
by the lack of chlorine present in the system. The decision was therefore taken to run a preliminary observation test using

5mg/l rhodamine dye in the salt water feed with a low background rotation rate . Spin up to this
rotation rate was performed during the late morning and over lunch (2 hours approx.). A 30 mm diaphragm was placed in the

salt water supply pipe to control the input flow rate  (i.e. 4.4l/s). At this salt water flow rate, the freshwater re-
circulating pumps were set initially to setting 0 ( ) before being increased incrementally to setting 3 ( ), 6 (

) and 9 ( ). For each of these  cases, the vertical (XZ) laser sheet was scanned across the
trapezoidal channel width to observe the structure of the two-layer exchange flow generated along the channel. At all cross-
channel locations, a clear interface was generated between the salt water bottom intrusion and the counter-flowing upper
fresh water flow. The observations suggested that the salt water intrusion layer was thicker towards the inclined wall (on the
RHS, looking downstream from the salt water basin B) than in the centre of the channel. This is as expected due to the
geostrophic adjustment in the salt water outflow. At increasing freshwater flows, interfacial instabilities appear, initially as
Holmboe interfacial waves (at lower  settings) before evolving to Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instabilities at higher  settings.

Finally in the preliminary test run, the salt water flow rate was increased to  (or 6.25l/s) with the freshwater
re-circulation pump remaining at setting 9 ( ). Again, K-H interfacial instabilities were observed. At the end of the

test experiment, it was decided to spin-up the facility overnight to a higher rotation rate  for
another preliminary test tomorrow.

Test Experimental Run with Higher Rotation ( ) (Tuesday) 29/05/2018

The second test run began with the tank rotating with angular velocity . The salt water (

) had a constant input flow rate  of  (4.48 l/s), using the 30 mm diameter diaphragm in the
delivery pipe. This salt water flow was dyed with a lower concentration of rhodamine (3.3 mg/l) that the previous day and it
was observed that there was already a significant amount of rhodamine in the freshwater ambient fluid from the previous
experiment. The test started with the freshwater flow  and, again, streamwise-vertical planes were illuminated across
the trapezoidal channel by the XZ laser. This indicated that the thickness of the lower saltwater layer was not uniform in the
streamwise direction and this thickness appeared to vary with time, suggesting the salt water intrusion was separating from
the inclined wall and potentially meandering along the trapezoidal channel. Again, however, no clear images of this flow
structure were possible in either the vertical (XZ) or horizontal (XY) planes due to the turbidity and/or residual rhodamine in

the ambient fluid. When the freshwater re-circulating flow pumps were switched on, initially at setting 5 ( ), before
being increased to setting 9 ( ), a large surface gyre was generated in on the right hand side of the channel
(looking downstream from salt water basin B) towards the freshwater basin A end of the channel. Again, this may be
indicative of flow separation and meandering in the counter-flowing upper freshwater layer along the channel towards salt
water basin B.

Before lunch, it was decided to increase the rotation period to 120 s (i.e. ) to investigate how a
reduction in  and, hence, increase in the Rossby radius of deformation , influences the flow structure of the freshwater
flow only (i.e. salt water flow ) along the channel. Again, a surface gyre circulation was observed at approximately the
same location as for the higher  value tested earlier in the day. Within this new test, a V-shape topography
has been added at the end of the freshwater basin A to attempt to steer the freshwater flow from both re-circulation pumps
into the channel. Unfortunately, this did not appear to have any significant effect in reducing the surface gyres formed within
the trapezoidal channel for the freshwater flow only.

During the day, we had intermittent problems with the operation of the horizontal (XY) laser, possibly due to connection
problems with the controlling computer - Samuel and Thomas spent a considerable time trying to resolve this problem. Muriel
also wrote a new Arduino software code to allow us to obtain txt files from the four new Conduino conductivity probes
mounted on the transverse instrument arm. These, and the ADVs, are not linked to the Labview instrument control system
and therefore we have to be careful to ensure that all probe measurements are time-matched with the position traversing
(profiling) systems. We also seem to have a loose connection with the ADV profiler that we will have to be careful about to
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ensure it is connected and operational. Tomorrow, Muriel will change the Arduino software application to also indicate the
starting time of the conductivity measurements within the output txt files, as well as to try to increase the measurement
acquisition frequency  -> , if possible).

At the end of the day, the Coriolis basin was to be emptied overnight, for cleaning tomorrow early am, before filling with new,
chlorinated freshwater to avoid the formation of algae/turbidity.

Experimental Run with Zero Rotation (Wednesday) 30/05/2018

The Coriolis basin was emptied overnight and cleaned during the morning. The set of parameter to be used during the
experiments and a presumed timescale was agreed upon. In short, it was decided to initially conduct the experiments without
saltwater flow, but only freshwater, applying three different values for flow rate , first with no rotation ( ), and second

with rotation ( ). It is expected that adding saltwater at the listed  values, will results in the
flow passing from a fairly stable condition ( , ) to a probably highly unstable condition ( , 
) through an intermediate one ( , ). The experiments with constant flow rate for saltwater  will be carried
out for varying freshwater flow rates  defined previously and not discussed today, with omega changing from the highest
value to the lowest.

The 3D PIV calibration images were recorded for vertical and horizontal measurements using a grid with mesh size 10*10 cm
that was re-positioned repeatedly to capture images with different tilt. Joel later showed Maria Chiara and Katrin how to
proceed with the calibration and data analysis using the in-house-developed software UVMAT.

Samuel and Thomas added  of particles with diameter of 60  into the tank for seeding. Then, the first experiment EXP1
was carried out, with no rotation, no salt current, and three different  fresh flow rate. Just the vertical PIV system was
used to record the velocity fields, as the horizontal one still had problems with the laser, and there was not enough time to
use the ADV. Samuel informed us that when processing the PIV images the frames in-between the profiles of interest, which
are captured while the laser-sheet is moving, need to be cut manually.

It should be noted that the measurement domains are covering (i) the central part of the channel by the horizontal PIV, and
(ii) a part with a 2 m offset to upstream (of the saltwater intrusion basin B) by the vertical PIV system. Due to insufficient
length of cables of instruments, which limits the movement of the traversing system it is not possible to move further
upstream of the central section, to have profiles of conductivity to be compared to those of velocity. Therefore, it was asked
that the system be moved as far upstream as possible.

It was decided to spin-up the facility overnight to the first value of rotation rate , in order to
make the second experiment EXP2 tomorrow morning.

Experimental Run with Rotation (Thursday) 31/05/2018

Before starting the Experiment 2 run with the tank rotating with angular velocity , Samuel measured the
positions of the vertical cross sections of the laser, that are y = -20.8, -10.8, -0.8, 9.2, 19.2, 29.2, 39.2, 49.2, 59.2, 69.2,
79.2 cm.

The folders for vertical PIV data files were named as: EXP02a (pump3), EXP02b (pump6), EXP02c (pump9). The folders for
AVD (Vectrino 1 down-looking and Vectrino 2 side-looking) data files were named as: EXP02D (x = 0.42), EXP02E (x =
-0,08), EXP02F (x = -0.58). The x-coordinate for positioning the traversing system for ADVs (and micro-conductivity probes)
was set on the PC on the right.

Then Experiment 2 was run, measuring the freshwater flow (pump 3, i.e. ) with the vertical PIV. The laser was
adjusted to move so that it stays at each transversal section for 10 s, and takes 2,5 s to move in-between planes, all the
while recording data with image sampling frequency of . Eletta asked Samuel to set the laser to go through the 11
planes 3 times, in order to have enough data to perform satisfactory statistical analysis after. The total number of images for
one experimental run should be around 9800. We need to remember that for EXP01A, B, C and EXP02A, C the number of
images for the first plane (y = 79.2 cm) at the first sequence of three is 180 at, while for EXP02B and further data files, it is
200 for every plane without exception.

Then, during Samuels lunch, we carried out measurements with the ADV1 and ADV2, for two profiles, from the top (z = 0.34
m) to the bottom (z = 0.01 m) at the positions x = 2.5; 3.00; 3.50 m (defined at the PC on the right as x = 0.42; -0.08;
-0.58 respectively), for the three fresh flow rate defined.

Also during the ADV measurements, the z-coordinate was recorded using LabVIEW and saved in data files named in similar
manner as ADV data indicating the x-coordinate value and pump number.

For pump number 9 (i.e. ) 1 minute of ADV profiler data was recorded and saved in ADV_profiler folder.

After lunch, we did the last runs with the PIV for the flow rate  (pump6),  (pump 9). Samuel and Thomas
explained to Eletta and Daniela during these last runs how to set up the PIV measurements. Meanwhile, Thomas automated
the recording of two different vertical profiles with the instruments on the traversing system by means of the command of the
sequential z shift. At the same time, Maria Chiara and Katrin were analysing the PIV data of the previous day, to make sure
that the images are of acceptable quality. Later Joel joined to assist with the data processing. He wrote a script in MATLAB to
unpack the multi-TIFF images more easily and be able to group them into series of images for each transversal plane;
therefore, also making it easier to discard the unnecessary images recorded in-between planes while the laser was moving.

Muriel provided the software created with Arduino for the use of the four new conductivity probes, setting an hour of
measurement to avoid having to connect and disconnect the USB after each test, as requested by Arduino. However, their use
makes everyone (especially Samuel) very perplexed.

Finally, Thomas and Daniela tried to calibrate the four old conductivity probes, but they just managed to calibrate the C02
probe, because for the other three a strange error message appeared. Tomorrow with Samuel all the probes will be
calibrated.

It was decided to spin up the facility overnight to the second value of rotation rate , in order to
make the third experiment EXP03 tomorrow morning.
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Experimental Run with Rotation (Friday) 1/06/2018

At the beginning of the day Samuel, Thomas and Daniela calibrated the four old conductivity probes (Cp1 – Cp4), obtaining a
good calibration curve. The connection with Arduino of the new probes still did not work, due to problems of too many cables
(three) and therefore likely signal fall, so Muriel decided to buy a single cable long enough. Therefore these probes were not
calibrated.

Then, experiment EXP03A with the background rotation rate  was run. At the same time, Maria
Chiara and Katrin were analysing the PIV data of the previous days, later together with Joel.

At 12:00, during Samuel and Thomas lunch, we had a Skype call with Alan and Claudia, to take stock of the situation. The
following points were discussed:

- It was discussed that the 10 s for each plane measurement with the vertical PIV, even if for three times, suggested by Eletta
and Samuel, is not a sufficient time step for a statistical analysis of data. Then, 60s totally were defined sufficient. Later,
talking to Joel on this aspect, it was decided to measure each longitudinal section for 20 s, and three times.

- Claudia suggested to verify the vectrino profiler with the ADVs, considering the same 3cm length of measurement. It was
done for EXP3DF, but data will be processed afterwards.

- Maria Chiara pointed out that the salt current flow  of  (4.48 l/s), defined with Alan before its departure,
although it allows to save the volume of salt water in the small tank, will probably not guarantee sediment movement in the
next experiments. Therefore, checks should be made on the speed at the bottom of the channel with the salt current, in

particular with the PIV. Alan suggested that the value of  of , initially chosen, that is comparable with the one used in
his previous experiments, will probably be fine.

- Claudia suggested to use rhodamine to try to observe the hydrodynamics with salt water.

- The next skype call was scheduled for Tuesday at 16:00 (UK), 17:00 (Italy and France), 18:00 (Estonia).

After lunch, experiments EXP03B and EXP03C were carried out. Muriel brought the new cable, and actually the software
Arduino worked. Only later, however, Thomas and Daniela, who tried to calibrate the new probes, realized that the output file
does not provide queued data for being processed later. On Monday, the problem will be posed to Muriel. The calibration was
therefore no longer conducted. Still no good news about the horizontal laser.

It was decided to spin up the facility overnight to the third and last value of rotation rate , in
order to make experiments EXP04 on Monday.

Experimental Run with Rotation (Monday) 4/06/2018

Experiments EXP04A, B, C with the background rotation rate  were run. Looking at the sections in
the channel, illuminated by the vertical PIV, during EXP04A it seemed that this rotation speed is too high, because different
circulation (downstream and upstream) occurred within the same section. For this reason, it was decided to start the
tomorrows salt water flow experiments applying the easier configuration without rotation. In this way, we can choose the
correct saltwater flow rate, which would be able to move the sediments, looking at the velocity data close to the bottom.

A larger number of images was captured at the vertical PIV planes, now measuring for 3 times 20 seconds on each plane
(previously it was 10 seconds). For this reason, it was necessary to change the analysing program code and Joel helped with
these modifications.

After lunch, Herve helped us to configure the Vectrino profiler in the right way resulting in better data. The velocity range and
cell size was changed. He also recommended that in case acceptable quality is not obtained it is better to use beam
acquisition. However, as this would make data analysing substantially more difficult and the quality was already better it was
decided not to do this. It was found that for pump number 3 velocity range 0,1 is acceptable and for pump 9 0,2 is better.

Maria Chiara wrote the MATLAB script to help generate ADVs profiles, and because they were disturbed, we decided to do a
smoothing considering the standard deviation. In the afternoon Maria Chiara, Katrin and Daniela worked on data analysing.

Muriel finally was able to configure the output file correctly, so in the afternoon Thomas and Daniela calibrated the new four
probes. One of them (Cp7) did not work.

Experimental Run with salt current and no rotation (Tuesday) 5/06/2018

Experiment EXP05A with  and salt water (  ) flow rate  = , was run in the morning. To be sure
that the salt current reached a steady state condition, we used, before recording measurements, the vertical PIV laser at one
section near the lateral boundary, and the old conductivity probes: Cp1 and Cp2 upstream, and then the Cp5 on the carriage,
which was positioned at x = -3 on the PC on the right, and at z = 960000 (5 cm from the bottom) on the PC on the left. In
addition, the video was useful to see what was happening to the two currents (fresh and salt water) and recognize the
interface. For this test, it was absolutely sharp and level. Then, the PIV and ADV measurements were conducted. For this
test, it was not possible to use the new conductivity probes because the number of data was set to 100 (number of points
used for calibration), which was not enough for the total profile. It was necessary to run the experiments very fast, in order
to be able to manage with the available saltwater volume.

After lunch, Samuel and Thomas filled the salt water tank, and experiment EXP05C was carried out. For it, we used also the
new conductivity probes, running them for 1 hour (72000 data points). During this experimental run, we observed that at the
interface there were vortices and strong mixing (the interface was smeared). At the end, we did not have enough time to run
further experiments. We used time to talk with Eletta and Samuel to optimize the tests in order to reduce the number of days
needed for measurements as much as possible, to be able to conduct all needed experiments planned within the time given.

From looking at the PIV images, it was deduced that the camera parameters should be improved. Firstly, the exposure time
was changed (  instead of ), because in the saltwater current the particles were elongated. Secondly, the camera
lens f-number, that is the ratio of the focal length to the diameter of the shutter, was changed from  to , to let it less
light and improve image quality and focus for outermost planes.

At 5:00 pm (Grenoble) we had a Skype call, with all the project participants present. We explained the problem of the short
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time available and we agreed to not consider the highest fresh flow rate  and the highest rotation with

 for further experiments, which means to consider the tests with most stable conditions planned
before. At the same time, before the Skype call, Maria Chiara was able to check from the ADV1 and the Vectrino Profiler the
velocity at the bottom for the tests of today, and it was around 6 cm/s, which could be sufficient (also for Eletta) to create
sediment movement. Then, we assumed that the saltwater flow rate  will be good for the further experiments.
Finally, we defined, thanks to Joel’s suggestion, to use continuously the vertical laser with Rhodamine to have a 3D view of
the flow, to better understand the hydrodynamics for next experiments with tank rotation (as we do not have horizontal PIV).

Experimental Run with salt current and no rotation (Wednesday) 6/06/2018

In the morning, Joel discussed with Samuel and Thomas about the inconsistency occurring in the number of images per plane
when analysing PIV data, and about the possibility of taking a 3D scan of the meandering flow during rotation, using the
vertical laser sheet and Rhodamine. Maria improved the schemes in the Wiki. Experiment EXP05B ( , fresh water flow
rate , salt water flow rate ) was run. Measurements were conducted using PIV, ADV, ADV profiler, old
and new conductivity probes. For ADV and conductivity probes 4 profiles were recorded: G (x = 0.92), D (x = 0.42), E (x =
-0,08), F (x = -0.58). For ADV profiler one position (G) was recorded. ADV profiles are now again taken in the range
660...1000. (Because of high rotation the profile range was changed to 680…980 for EXP04A, B, C and was left unchanged for
EXP05A and EXP05C). Before lunch, the saltwater tank had to be refilled. We started to look at the density data and how to
automate profile generation using MATLAB. Before second experimental run we looked into what data is doubled so we can
delete some directories to have more space. It was agreed that we need to speak to Joel to ask for additional space on the
server, because we are already at the limit. Experiment EXP05O ( , fresh water flow rate , salt water flow rate

) was run (start time of saltwater flow 14:15) after lunch. Again, before recording the PIV it was made sure that
the saltwater current has reached steady state by seeing conductivity probe data and PIV image at one section near the
lateral boundary. It was possible to visually estimate from the PIV image that the density interface thickness was approaching
zero, while there was a 3-4 cm shear flow layer in the fresh water entrained by the saltwater current. Start time for conduino
14:55:00.

After the test, Eletta checked in two points the ambient density, and it was 1002 kg/mc, while at the bottom it was 1005
kg/mc. Then, for the experiments of tomorrow Samuel and Thomas changed the salt density to 1012 kg/mc, in order to have
the same density difference of about 10 kg/mc. It will be done for the next days. Moreover, they will remove some water (i.e.
salt water) from the bottom of the tank before mixing it for having enough particles for the PIV, before each experiments.

With Eletta we decided to use for the next experiments also the LIF, so she moved the Cp2 conductivity probe as close as
possible to the PIV figure, i.e. x = near the upstream edge of the PIV figure, y = 10.8 mm from the channel edge.

It was decided to spin up the facility overnight to the rotation rate , in order to make
experiments EXP06 tomorrow.

Experimental Run with salt current and rotation (Thursday) 7/06/2018

The solution of Rhodamine and particles, which will be injected with the salt water during the PIV, LIF experiments, with a

flow rate of , was prepared. In order to have a concentration of , we prepared a solution with a
base initial concentration of , made by dissolving  of Rhodamine in  of water and particles solution. The
concentration of particles with the same volume is of  of particles in .

Actions were performed to prepare for LIF measurements. For this, a series of images was captured as background without
laser and lights off. Then, a series of images at each laser plane was captured (with the laser on).

Experiment EXP06B ( , fresh water flow rate , salt water flow rate ) was run in the

morning. The saltwater in the tank was adjusted to  the previous day. Before conducting experiments, the

ambient density was checked – it was . PIV- and LIF measurements were conducted. We could not do the
ADVs at the moment, since it was decided to continue with the PIV, LIF experiments to avoid injection too much Rhodamine
into the tank with saltwater. We noticed that the second (s2) and third (s3) laser plane produced a horizontal laser sheet in
the channel, which can be useful for the horizontal visualization of the flow. Therefore, we recorded some horizontal images.

Then, the experiment EXP06A ( , fresh water flow rate , salt water flow rate ) was run.

Before conducting experiments, the ambient density was checked – it was . PIV, LIF, ADVs, ADV profiler
and micro-conductivity probe data was recorded. Start time for Conduino was 13:28:00.

After lunch experiment EXP06O ( , fresh water flow rate , salt water flow rate ) was run.

Before conducting experiments, the ambient density was checked – it was . Before starting the saltwater
flow the saltwater reservoir at the top of the Coriolis platform overflowed into the tank near the basin A. It was decided to
disregard it as not important because the amount was small in reference to platform tank volume. PIV, LIF, ADVs, ADV
profiler and micro-conductivity probe data were recorded. Start time for Conduino was 15:15:40. It was visible from LIF
images that the Rhodamine distribution in the saltwater was not homogenous, probably because the pump was switched off
for lunchtime.

Finally, we also took the ADVs, ADV profiler and micro-conductivity probe measurements for experiment EXP06B. Before

conducting experiments, the ambient density was checked – it was . Start time for Conduino was

16:22:00. After conducting experiments, the ambient density was checked – it was .

At the end of the day, we did some data analysing. Also, the Coriolis platform was spun up to  for Friday and

the saltwater supply was replenished at density .

Test Experimental Run with salt current and rotation (Friday) 8/06/2018

Before conducting experiments, the ambient and saltwater densities were checked – they were  and

 respectively.

First, experimental run EXP07B was conducted, doing only PIV & LIF measurements. Presence of steady conditions was
checked in the same way as for previous experiments the preceding days. For this experimental run it was noted that the
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interface was tilted towards lateral boundary. Also, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities were visible on the interface. LIF acquisition
was interrupted for 1 minute by mistake.

Then EXP07A was conducted, doing only PIV & LIF measurements. The saltwater layer seemed thicker in
comparison to EXP07B. Since the memory of the computer was full the PIV recording was stopped. So in directory
7A_bis we have the repeated measurements. Before conducting experiments, the ambient density was checked –

it was .

Finally, EXP07O was conducted, doing firstly PIV & LIF measurements, and then ADVs, ADV profiler and micro-conductivity
measurements (before checking the ambient – it was 1005.9). Then ADVs, ADV profiler and micro-conductivity
measurements were conducted for EXP07A and afterwards EXP07B. In-between experiments EXP07A and EXP07B the

ambient density was checked – it was . After finishing the experiment EXP07B the ambient was checked –

it was .

The sediment experiment procedure was discussed. It was agreed that the sediments should be prepared on Mondays and
experiments run for the next 4 days. Because on Wednesday and Thursday of the next week Samuel is not available, he and
Eletta suggested to start with experiments with sediments on 18 June, and use next week to carry out other experiments
(maybe repeat a few of them with not good data) with flat bottom.

For today, the tank was left empty, in order to be cleaned in the early morning of Monday.

Data analysis (Monday) 11/06/2018

In the morning the emptied tank was cleaned and then filled again and rotated up to . As there was not
enough saltwater it was not possible to conduct experiments so Thomas and Samuel started replenishing the saltwater
volume. Daniela and Thomas performed a second calibration for the conductivity probes, which will be used for further
experiments. Maria, Daniela and Katrin worked with data analysis: PIV, ADVs, ADV profiler and conductivity probes. For the
latter Maria constructed the MATLAB code for synchronisation in time.

Experimental Run with salt current and rotation (Tuesday) 12/06/2018

Before running the experiments, some parameters were checked. Water depth near the centre was measured – it was 42 cm.

Ambient water density before experiments was  and the saltwater was . Concentration
of Rhodamine was .

For EXP08B PIV, LIF first run it seemed that the camera focus was off, so it was adjusted and the run repeated. Visually
assessing it looked like the saltwater current thickness varied threefold (approx. 10 cm and 3-2 cm) between 4th (first plane
on horizontal bottom) and 11th vertical plane. For ADV and conductivity probe measurements the trolley sequence was
changed again to accommodate the water level change due to rotation (680 to 1000). Therefore, it is important to remember
when doing the profiles in MATLAB, that they are shorter and there is 800 point per profile (not 850). Before running EXP08A,

ambient density was checked: . After this experiments vertical PIV, LIF also some horizontal planes were
recorded with the reflected vertical laser sheet. Then ADVs, ADV profiler and micro-conductivity probe measurements were

conducted. Before conducting EXP08O after lunch, the ambient density was checked: , and the saltwater

density .

After EXP08O the ambient density was .

The Coriolis platform was spun up to  for tomorrow, just for a test, as Eletta was really interested in what
happened today with the high rotation.

Experimental Run with salt current and rotation , and rotation (Tuesday) 12/06/2018

In the morning experimental run EXP09O with rotation  (2 RPM) was conducted, recording only PIV & LIF data.
Because it was evident that this case was rapidly evolving in time, also EXP09O_bis was recorded to see the velocity field

evolution. Before the experiment the ambient density was  and the saltwater density was

.

To check the repeatability of experiment EXP07, the experiments EXP10B and EXP10O were conducted with 

(0.5 RPM), recording only PIV & LIF data. Before the experiment the ambient density was  and the

saltwater density was . After the experiment the ambient was checked again and was virtually unchanged

( ). The rotating stratified flow interface at different fresh-water fluxes 0 and 6 were rather stable with
incidental formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz and almost permanently present Holmboe instabilities. Suggestion for the sediments
experiments is that we should also include the experiment with the angular velocity of  (2 RPM), which
apparently will have different effect on sediments deposition as compared with the angular velocity of  (0.5
RPM).

Usually the water total depth is 96.4 cm (measured close to the edge of the Coriolis platform). Today however, due to high
speed of rotation it was adjusted to 100.3 cm to have a reasonable depth in the trapezoidal channel. Therefore, the depth
should be double-checked from the PIV, LIF images. The rotating stratified flow experiments without fresh-water flux
demonstrated "meandering" features of the bottom gravity current developing along the trapezoidal channel with strong
depressions/surges of interface. The formation and production of channel-scale vortical structures was apparent.

In-between experiments Maria and Katrin worked with data analysis. It was noticed that the conductivity probe data is

extremely sensitive to calibration and there is, for instance, after applying the calibration, a shift of  in conductivity
probe data for ambient density, even for probes close to each other and for a experiment with no rotation. It was pointed out
that some probes give more reasonable data with the old calibration and some with the new. In particular, the probe Cp8
needs to be recalibrated.

Data analysis and preparation for soft bottom experiments (Thursday) 14/06/2018 

In the morning, micro-conductivity probes were calibrated for the third time.
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Preparations for running experiments with sediments were started; the trapezoidal channel horizontal bottom cover was
removed and the tank cleaned.

At noon, we had Skype meeting about conditions to be used for the experiments with sediments. There are still many open
questions, such as 1) What are initial conditions for experimental runs with soft bottom? 2) How much time is needed for
preparation of each run with soft bottom? 3) Which experiments should be used for experiments with soft bottom? 4) What
we expect to see from the experiments with soft bottom? 5) Should the experiments with rigid and soft bottom be
comparable?

Maria Chiara explained the experimental condition in previous LEGI experiments with soft slope. Essentially the gravity
current was associated with formation of moving dunes on sloping bottom. Proceeding from the explanation we investigated
possibility to modify the channel facility to avoid formation of adverse sediments slope in the side of fresh-water source.
These proposals are under discussion.

The PIV velocity fields and unfiltered LIF images data were compared for some non-rotating and rotating experimental runs.
At first glance the stratified flow do not include the shear-driven effects due to fresh-water forcing, and therefore apparently
the comparatively slow fresh-water superimposed current will not have significant effect on soft bottom.

In addition, PIV velocity fields were used to estimate the bottom stress in the experimental runs, and at first glance the
theoretical calculations indicate smaller bottom stress in the large-scale facility. However, according to the empirical formula,
the critical shear stress is achieved according to the maximum velocity of bottom layer. So, we are looking forward to
discussion with Eletta figure out possible technical solutions.

Discussion of experimental conditions with soft bottom (Friday) 15/06/2018 

Samuel looked for a solution of technical conditions to position the additional camera, that will be used for scanning the bed-
form formation, and did the calibration with the help of Antoine Martin.

Laser was repositioned to scan more of the soft bottom area i.e. scanning from the plane that was previously the third, and
there will be two additional planes on the horizontal section, the last one positioned approximately 9 cm from lateral
boundary of horizontal bottom.

The morning time discussion was held within research team, where Eletta, Joel, Janek, Katrin and Maria Chiara participated.
Main question under focus was to decide which of the rigid-bottom experiments would be the best one to begin with
sediments experiments. It was concluded that we will begin with zero rotation and only fresh water flow to initially see how
the soft bottom is responding to different velocities. Hence seeing whether or not it is possible to let the system adjust to
initial bed conditions by itself using fresh water flow. There is possibility that dynamical dunes form, as it was observed with
the smaller scale channel. The saturation of bed-form instability is apparently related to the depth of current, and may affect
overall behaviour of soft bottom evolution.

Joel proposed that it would be interesting to compare the effects of fresh water and salt water flow on the bed-form
formations while . Janek proposed to investigate only  while  because increasing the fresh water flow rate
will apparently reduce the effect (reduces slightly the saltwater current maximum velocity) on the sediment bed. It was
proposed by Eletta, that if we don’t see any significant changes in the bed-form with , , , we should

also test . We proposed to conduct as a second experiment the , both with  and
. It is interesting to see two fresh water flow rates because from the PIV velocity field analysis for EXP07,8 it was

evident that between  and  the saltwater current thickness varied significantly. E.g. for EXP08 (
)  near the centre the saltwater depth was approximately 2-3 cm, while for  at the same

location it was approximately 10 cm.

Preparations for experiments with sediments (Monday) 18/06/2018 
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In the morning, the basin was filled up to half level (approximately 55cm), sediments were chemically prepared and placed in
the channel. Salt was hoovered into the tank to prepare salt water.

At noon Skype meeting was held to discuss again the sediments experimental set up. It was concluded that: 1) investigate
fresh water flow conditions where a soft bottom response occurs; 2) to start with EXP05 conditions, i.e. zero rotation and salt
water flow rate ; 3) in worst case scenario, which correspond to the situation when the sediment are not mobile

at the given conditions, the salt water flow rate should be increased to ; 4) see how the soft bed changes over
night due to spin up, and in case record the changes and flatten the bottom; 5) before each experimental series the soft
bottom should be flattened as much as possible and in-between experimental runs (with different flow rates) only bottom
changes must be observed. 6) experimental series will only consist of two runs (fresh water flow rates  and

).

In the afternoon the tank was filled to water level approximately 0.95 m.

Initial complications: 1) Sediments leakage occurred at trapezoidal channel plate joints 2) The image quality of the camera
that was added to look bed-form changes need improvement. 3) Calibration for the new camera still need to be done.

Tomorrow’s plan is to run initial testing with fresh water flow in the morning and start with stratified flow experimental run
with zero fresh water flow rate.

Test experiments with sediments and zero rotation (Tuesday) 19/06/2018 

Initial testing and camera adjustment with fresh water flow was carried out. Different pump setting (3, 6, 9) were used to see
if the sediments start to move. It was possible to see a response from sediment bed at pump 6 ( ). Before the

testing, the bed was flattened as much as possible; and the density and temperature were checked (  and
 respectively). After lunch test with conditions corresponding to EXP05O was conducted; in addition larger salt

water flow rate ( ) was tested. Visually sediment motion was detected for fresh water flow cases with pump 6 and
larger, and for both salt water flow cases. The sediment motion was not uniform in the channel i.e. sediments moved more at
locations where some bottom anomalies were initially present. Also some dunes formed in flat sediments bottom area during
the salt-water flow tests.

Tomorrow's plan is to do tests the sediment motion with rotation ( ). We would like to figure out how to
magnify the sediment transport in the flat sediment bottom area. There are two options 1) Increase density contrast from 1%
to 1.5% 2) Increase salt-water flow rate from  to 

There are two open questions: 1) How long should the experimental runs with sediments last 2) Do we need to compare the
rigid and soft bed experimental results?

Test experiments with sediments and rotation (Wednesday) 20/06/2018 

In the morning, Samuel smoothed the sediment bed, which had been left with formed dunes from previous days
experiments. He said that no additional bed forms were formed due to spin up over night. Before running any experiments

the ambient density and temperature were checked (  and  respectively). With fresh water flow
rate  a large gyre formed with recirculation current in the left side boundary. Bed form deformation corresponded
to this gyre geometry, with dunes forming on the left side in the fresh water inlet and in the middle of channel, and on the
right side in the fresh water outlet. Similar, but significantly less apparent bed forms appeared at fresh water flow rate

.

Some technical difficulties needed solving: 1) Fast sediment and air bubble film formation on the inclined channel wall, that
obstructs the PIV and LIF camera view; 2) The bed form scanning camera angle was not sufficiently large to see behind the
formed dunes at all the laser sheet positions.

At noon Skype meeting was held. The main conclusions were: 1) Salt water experiments with sediments should be started as
soon as possible; 2) Fresh water flow experiments will be used for improving the measurements quality. 3) It was pointed out
that salt water flow should improve measurement quality, as the sedi-ments will be deposited in different locations at the
channel. 4) It was suggested to perform fresh water flow experiments with gradually increasing pump flow rate.

In the afternoon first the bed form scanning camera was repositioned to have a larger angle. The top view camera for bed
form visualisation was adjusted. Experiments with gradually increasing pump flow rate (pump numbers 3, 4 and 5,
corresponding to ,  and  respectively). Bed form deformation according to formed large
gyre geometry occurred, with dunes forming on the left side in the fresh water inlet and in the middle of channel, and on the
right side in the fresh water outlet.

It was decided to use same naming system as for previous experiments adding the letter S for sedi-ments, so it would be
clear which experiments are comparable. Today EXP04SA was performed recording PIV images, even though it was evident
that the quality suffered from film formation. Then EXP04SA1 (corresponding to pump 4) and EXP04SA2 (corresponding to
pump 5) were run. In-between an during these experiments bed form scans were also recorded (EXP04SA1_bed_init,
EXP04SA1_bed_transit, EXP04SA1_end, and same for EXP04SA and EXP04SA2). The laser had the velocity of 1 cm/s (10000)
for _end experiments and 4 cm/s for _bed_transit experiments.

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Thursday) 21/06/2018 

Before running experiments, a scan EXP04SB_bed_init of initial bed form was recorded in a range of 900000 to 0 with laser

velocity 1 cm/s. Also, the ambient density and temperature were checked (  and  respectively).
The pump was started with  (instantly not gradually, as it was witnessed yesterday that the bed forms are similar
with gradual start up) at 10:30. The LabVIEW trois axes program was started at the same time to be able to check how much
time passes before starting the PIV measure-ments. This time, as there was film build-up on transparent wall, the PIV was
started shortly after. Three transient scans of the bed form formation were recorded into the same folder
EXP04SB_bed_trasit. In some sections, the scan quality was poor due to big amounts of suspended solids.

After lunch salt water flow experiments were run. Before the bed was flattened as much as possible. For experiment EXP08OS
the start of salt water flow is recorded with labview (starting the trois axes run at the same time). Then, without flattening,
the fresh water pump was turned to 6 at 14:37 and experiment EXP08BS was recorded (initial condition for this experiment
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was the end condition of experiment EXP08OS). After the ambient density and temperature were checked (
and  respectively).

Before running experiment EXP08AS the bed was flattened as much as possible and ambient densi-ty and temperature were

checked again (  and  respectively). After running experiment EXP08AS ambient density was

. Lastly EXP08BS_bis with initial flat bed condition was run. As it was evident there was string film
formation and the quality was not good, the run was stopped and after cleaning EXP08BS_ter was run. For these
experiments, the fresh water flow start time was 17:21, salt water approximately 17:15 and the PIV ter run started at
approximately 17:52. The last flacon run needs to be changed from 2018-06-21T17.40.42 to the correct one.

Eletta created a folder testingSediments for zero rotation cases. As for these ones we don’t have any bed form scans (they
were run before the bed form scanning camera position was changed) it might be necessary to repeat them.

As it was noticed that one channel inclined side wall panel was loose and there was leakage it was repaired in the afternoon.

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Friday) 22/06/2018 

During night the platform was speed down to , rotating period of . At 9:30 the experiment EXP03BS
started (only fresh water pump=6 ,i.e. ). Before running the experiment, the bed was flattened as much as

possible and ambient density was checked ( ). At 09:47 the initial flat bed scan was acquired (ref name:
EXP03BS_bed_init). The PIV started at 9:57. While the laser was coming back after each scan, a bed scan was conducted (ref
name: EXP03BS_bed_transit). No final scan was taken since no significant bed motion was observed after the last PIV scan.
Samuel added some sediments into the channel. After the bed was flattened again before starting to run the EXP03AS (only
fresh water flow at pump 3 ).. At 10:42 the initial bed scan was acquired (ref name: EXP03AS_bed_init). The pump
was switched on at 10:44 and at 10:51 the PIV started.

Since from the PIV camera the sediments over the sloping wall of the channel were obstructing the acquisition,
the PIV was interrupted before the end and the pump was switched off. A second initial scan was acquired (ref
name: EXP03AS_bis_bed_init) and the pump was switched on again at 11:06. The PIV started at 11:10 but again
was interrupted for some technical problems.

The PIV started again at 11:20. A final scan was taken after the last PIV scan (ref name: EXP03AS_end). No significant bed
motion at ,  was observed for both morning fresh water flow experiments. After lunch the bed was
flattened again and the scan bed acquisition was done before starting the EXP07OS (no fresh water pump, i.e.  and
salt flow rate . PIV started at 14:00. It was decided to run the experiment longer and acquire a second PIV in
order to collect data of the significant bed changes over time (second PIV started at 14:27). Meandering dunes in the channel
were clearly evident. The bed was flattened again and the initial bed scan was acquired (ref name: EXP07AS_bed_init) before
starting the experiment EXP07AS (  and salt flow rate ). The salt water was turned on at 15:14 and the
freshwater pump was switched on at 15:17. PIV started at 15:21 and it was decided again to run the experiment longer. A
second PIV started at 15:38. Both fresh and salt water pump were switched off at 15:52. Smaller scale bed forms
development was observed due to the bidirectional flow. The bed was flattened again and the initial bed scan was acquired
(ref name: EXP07BS_bed_init) before starting the experiment EXP07BS (  and salt flow rate ). The
salt water was turned on at 16:23 and the freshwater pump was switched on at 16:27. PIV started at 16:31 and due to the
sediments over the sloping wall of the channel obstructing the PIV camera, it was interrupted and started again at 16:37 and
“four” continuous scans were conducted. A final bed scan was acquired at 16:58. All data were copied on the server at the
end of the day.

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Wednesday) 27/06/2018 

In the morning the experiment EXP01AS started with only fresh water at pump 3 i.e , with  (no rotation)

and a mobile bed. The ambient density was checked ( ). New sediments were prepared and were added in
the channel. Before running the experiment, the bed was flattened as much as possible and the initial bed scanning was
acquired (name EXP01AS_bed_init). The PIV started and the scanning of the bed was acquired in the meantime
(EXP01AS_bed_transit). NO ADV measurements were taken. At the end of the experiment no bed forms occurred.

After the EXP01BS started (pump 6 i.e , with  (no rotation) and a mobile bed. The bed was not flattened
before running the experiment. The PIV started and the scanning of the bed was acquired in the meantime
(EXP01AS_bed_transit). NO ADV measurements were taken. At the end of the experiment no bed forms occurred

In the afternoon we performed EXP05OS (pump 0, i.e  and salt flow rate , with  (no rotation)
and a mobile bed. There are several particles on the water surface affecting the bedscan measurements, i.e. there are
shadows in the laser sheet due to particles on the free surface. Maria Chiara tried to remove particles from the water surface,
but most of the particles are still on the water surface. PIV measurements are performed and the initial bed scan was
repeated after the partial particles removal from the water surface. Bed scan measurements are acquired during PIV
measurement. ADV/conductivity measurements are acquired in sections D (x = 0.42), E (x = -0,08), F (x = -0.58). No
appreciable changes in the bed morphology have been observed.

Later we performed EXP05AS (pump 3, i.e  and salt flow rate , with  (no rotation) and a
mobile bed. The experiments was stopped due to technical problems preventing us to run all the codes controlling
instruments (PIV, laser, ADV). After the problem was solved we repeated the experiment.

Then we performed EXP05AS_BIS (pump 3, i.e  and salt flow rate , with  (no rotation) and a
mobile bed. Before starting the run the bedscan was performed (no initial bed flattening was performed since in the previous
run no bedforms nor sediment motion was observed). There are a lot of sediment particles floating on the water surface, then
Samuel used a spray to remove it and now the water surface is OK. PIV measurements quality is affected by the presence of
several particles on the side sloping walls. New conductivity probes are not working, then density profiles are measured only
with the old probes coupled with the two ADVs. Both ADV and old conductivity measurements were performed in sections D
(x = 0.42), E (x = -0,08), F (x = -0.58).

Experiments with sediments and no rotation (Thursday) 28/06/2018 

In the morning we performed the experiment EXP14OS : pump 0, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with
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 (no rotation) and ) on a mobile bed. The measured densities at the beginning of the experiment

were  and . Only the first 4 PIV planes (S3,S4,S5 and S6 in figure above, PIV vertical
Planes) were acquired since the measurements in the other planes were not good due to the suspension of sediments. The
PIV camera was refocused in order to have a better focus for these four planes. A specific liquid was sprayed on the water
surface to remove the floating particles. The mobile bed was flattened and an initial bed scan was acquired (bed_init) During
the experiment, some bedforms occurred in the PIV domain of acquisition. Additional larger bedforms occurred downstream
the PIV domain, possibly due to the local discontinuity of the sediment bed near the ending slope of the channel. Bed scan
measurement have been performed after the PIV acquisition (bed_transit) and after the ADV/CP measurements (bed_end).
Three ADV/CP sections have been measured i.e. D (x = 0.42), E (x = -0.08), F (x = -0.58). After we performed the
experiment EXP14AS: pump 3, i.e  and salt flow rate , with  (no rotation) and

) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were measured at the beginning of the experiment:

 and . The initial bed scan was performed. Seeding particles have been added since
there were not enough and surface particles were removed from the surface. Bed forms occurred and migrated downstream.
No bed forms developed at the saltwater inlet, but they start to develop downstream the position of the fixed conductivity
probe. Near the outlet, downstream the PIV domain of measurement, the bed forms were more intense. The longitudinal
bedforms formed and grew over time. Moreover the interface between the two layers it was clearly visible with the
instabilities (Holmboe instabilities) occurring at the interface. Four ADV/CP sections have been measured i.e. D (x = 0.42), E
(x = -0.08), F (x = -0.58) and K (x = -1.08) . Several pictures and movies were acquired

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Friday) 29/06/2018 

In the morning we performed the experiment EXP15OS: pump 0, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=120 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial density of salty water was too high in the reservoir

( ), thus we had to wait until the concentration of salt decreased. The initial densities were then measured:

 and . We started with a dyed experiment to observe qualitatively the flow dynamics. A
recirculation was observed in the marine basin, since the dye was only visible in left side hand of the flume and not in the
right hand side. A first bed scan (EXP015OS_bed_init) was acquired before the dye experiment. A second bed scan
(EXP015OS_bed_transit) was acquired after the dyed experiment. The PIV acquisition started at 11:15. Bed forms developed
over the entire width of the flume and it suggested that the dense flow was not confined on the right hand side, but it
occupied the whole width of the flume, with a different stream wise velocity distribution along the span wise direction. In fact
the velocity is higher on the left then on the right hand side, since the dense layer thickness in larger on the right hand side
than the left hand side. ADV/CP measurement are taken in sections D (x = 0.42), E (x = -0.08), F (x = -0.58) and K (x =
-1.08). A last scan was acquired at 12:00. After we performed the experiment EXP15BS: pump 6, i.e.  and salt

flow rate , with  (T=120 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities measured

before the experiment were  and . We decided to use pump 6, i.e. , instead
of pump 3, i.e. , to have a major effect on the flow, since data of previous experiments showed that a higher
influence on the flow occur when  is larger. We started with the fresh water flow rate  and the salty water flow
rate . For this reason, we observed some bed forms due to the freshwater flow or the transient. At 14:30 the first
bed scan was acquired before the start of the experiment. At 14:40 the experiment started with the saltwater flow which was
dyed in order to visualize the flow. After few minutes from the beginning, the dye was no more visible in the channel even if
the salt water in the reservoir was still dyed. Samuel suggested that the salty water was blocked by the fresh water and
sucked by the fresh water pump into the ambient water. In order to check out, density measurements were taken in the

ambient water and in the salt basin. The freshwater density  We decided to continue with the experiment
and at 15:10, the PIV acquisition ended. The transit bed scan was acquired at 15:11 and after the ADV/CP measurements
were taken. The total water depth at the end of the day was , which was  higher than the previous experiments (

). Samuel suggested emptying the tank since the water level was increasing due to the drains of the tank blocked by
the particles. In addition after the experiment the water quality was not good (too salty, many particles and with the dye).
Thus, we decided to empty and clean the channel before starting new experiments.

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Tuesday) 03/07/2018 

In the morning, the tank has been filled and the spinning has started around 11:00. Pictures with a vertical grid have been
captured to calibrate the camera for the bed measurements. Moreover, the calibration of the conductivity probes has been
conducted. After lunch we performed the experiment EXP15AS_bis: pump 3, i.e.  and salt flow rate ,

with  (T=120 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities measured before the experiment

were  and . We started to measure the initial bed at 14:00 and the salty water was
started at 14:15. The PIV measurement were started at 14:30, when the steady salty flow was reached. A second PIV scan
started at 14:35 and some pictures of the bed were taken. The ADV/CP measurement were performed at 14:40 in sections D
(x = 0.42), E (x = -0,08), F (x = -0.58) and K (x = -1.08). The last bed scan (bed_end) was acquired at 15:00. After we
performed the experiment EXP15BS_bis: pump 6, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with  (T=120

s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities measured before the experiment were  and

. At 15:45, we acquired the initial bed scan and at 16:00 we started the PIV measurement.

At the inlet, bed forms were observed on the left hand side of the channel but not erosion was observed on the
right. A meandering pattern of salt water was observed enhanced by suspended sediments.

The same bed forms patter observed in the experiment EXP015BS, occurred in EXP015BS_bis. This confirmed the
repeatability of the experiments in terms of bed forms. The bed scan was acquired after the PIV and at 16:05, the ADV/CP
measurement started. At 16:25, the last bed scan was acquired (bed_end).

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Wednesday) 04/07/2018 

In the morning we performed the experiment EXP16AS: pump 3, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=60 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were then measured: 

and . The first bed scan was acquired before the start of the experiment (bed_init). At 9:30, the salty
water pump started and at 9:37, the salt reached the CP2 in the middle of the channel. PIV started at 9:40 and at 9:48 the
secondo bed scan was acquired (bed_transit). During the experiment, many bed forms formed in the sediment bed and some
holes developed, reaching the rigid bed. ADV/CP measurements started at 9:52 in sections D (x = 0.42), E (x = -0.08), F (x
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= -0.58) and K (x = -1.08). From the ADV profiler appeared that in section D and K the distance from the bed was 9-10 cm,
which means they were positioned over a hole in the sediment bed. At 10:10 the last bed scan was acquired (bed_end) and
at 10:12 the last pictures of the bed were taken. After we performed the experiment EXP16OS: pump 0, i.e.  and

salt flow rate , with  (T=60 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities measured

before the experiment were  and . The first bed scan was acquired at 11:00. The bed
was flattened after the previous experiment. PIV started at 11:08. The sediment transport was larger than in the previous
experiment EXP016AS, with a fresh water flow rate . Thus, the freshwater flowrate has a stabilizing effect on the
erosion. At 11:15 a second bed scan was acquired even if, due to the sediments and particles in suspension, the quality of the
images was not good. At 11:17 ADV/CP measurements started and after a final bed scan was acquired at 11:35 (bed_end).
After lunch we performed the experiment EXP16BS: pump 6, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=60 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities measured before the experiment were

 and . The first bed scan was acquired before the start of the experiment (bed_init) at
14:00. At 14:20 the PIV acquisition started. The images from the camera of the PIV were not clear enough, maybe due to the
salty water. At 14:25 the ADV/CP measurements were conducted and at 14:48 a second PIV acquisition started. Final bed
scan was acquired at 14:55 (bed_end). In this experiment, a smaller erosion than the experiment with a lower freshwater
flowrate (EXP16AS) was observed. Higher fresh water flowrates limit the sediment transport.

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Thursday) 05/07/2018 

In the morning we performed the experiment EXP18AS: pump 3, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=60 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were then measured: 

and . The freshwater was started in the morning to move particles, but produced some bed forms. A first
bed scan was performed and PIV measurements started at 9:55. There were problem with the experiment since the probe in
the middle of the channel (CP2) was measuring a low salinity while the probe in the marine basin (CP1) was measuring a high
salinity. We stopped the ADV measurements and had a look with the laser sheet and it seemed that the salty flow was moving
properly along the bottom. We decided to proceed with measurements with ADV/CP at 10:20. The bedscan was acquired at
10:30. The red dyed was added in order to visualize the flow and was observed a meandering pattern of the red salty flow.
The bedforms occurred in the region where no red dye was visible, which suggested that a thin layer of salty water, but with
higher velocity, caused the bedforms. Since the layer was thin we could not see the dye. The bed was flattened at 11:00.
After we performed the experiment EXP18OS : pump 0, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with 

(T=60 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were then measured:  and

. After the first bed scan (bed_init) the PIV acquisition started. At 11:15 the second bed scan was
acquired (bed_transit) and at 11:20 the ADV/CP measurements started. The ADV measurements seemed strange, probably
because there were not enough particles in the fresh water. Moreover, CP6 was not working properly. In the afternoon we
performed the experiment EXP18BS : pump 6, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with  (T=60 s) and

) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were then measured:  and .
After the first bed scan (bed_init) at 14:13 the salty flow pump started and after the freshwater. The PIV acquisition started.
At 14:45 the second bed scan was acquired (bed_transit) and at 14:50 the ADV/CP measurements started. The CP6 was still
not working properly. The last bed scan (bed_end) was acquired at 15:05. The ambient water density in the tank after the

experiment was 

Experiments with sediments and rotation (Friday) 06/07/2018 

In the morning we performed the experiment EXP09AS: pump 3, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=30 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were then measured: 

and . We had to fill the tank because, due to the large rotation rate, there was a displacement of the
water surface. The PIV started at 9:34, and after a second bed scan (bed_transit) was performed. A second PIV+LIF
acquisition was performed and after a final bed scan (bed_end) was acquired at 9:50. A large vortex was observed during the
PIV+LIF at the flume inlet, as well as some internal waves at the interface on the sloping sidewall. Also mixing occurred at
the interface where the waves break. The ADV/CP measurements finished at 10:10 and the density profiles seemed to have
some fluctuations, suggesting mixing at the interface. The last bed scan (bed_end) was acquired at 10:12

After we performed the experiment EXP09BS: pump 6, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=30 s) and ) on a mobile bed.

The initial densities were then measured:  and . The first bed scan was acquired at
10:46. After the salty water pump was turned on at 10:52 and then the fresh water. The PIV finished at 10:57. Two large
vortices developed in the channel, vortex_1 downstream the PIV domain and vortex_2 near the inlet, and a large amount of
sediments transport occurred. Most of the sediments were entrained by the vortex_1 and transported towards the marine
basin by the fresh water flow. After we performed the experiment EXP09SO : pump 0, i.e.  and salt flow rate

, with  (T=30 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were measured before

the experiment  and . At 11:19 the initial bed scan was performed and at 11:22 the
salty water flow started. Meandering developed and the pattern of the salty water was enhanced by a cloud of sediments,
which were transported by the flow. A vortex first developed at the inlet and then the meandering channel flow developed.
The meander was not stable and changed its pattern in time. PIV+LIF measurement were performed and after the ADV/CP
measurements as well. At 12:00 the last bed scan was performed. After lunch the experiment EXP17SB was performed and it
was the repetition of the experiment EXP07SB, i.e. pump 6, i.e.  and salt flow rate , with

 (T=120 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were measured before the experiment

 and . The PIV and ADV/CP measurements were performed. After the experiment
EXP17SO was performed and it was the repetition of the experiment EXP07SO, i.e. pump 0, i.e.  and salt flow rate

, with  (T=120 s) and ) on a mobile bed. The initial densities were measured before

the experiment  and . The bed was not flattened before the experiment and only the
ADV/CP measurements were done.
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Appendix A: Preliminary Saline Water Flow Calculations

The plan is to start with a constant salt water intrusion flow  through the trapezoidal channel with no counter-flow of fresh
water in the upper layer (i.e. ). Some preliminary calculations and commentary is given below to assess the range of
parametric conditions possible under this configuration:

If we assume that, for non-rotating conditions ( ), the lower (saline) layer flow rate is given by:

 =  then  = $g'{1/2} b h_1{3/2}

Then,  = Q_2 / (g'{1/2} b)]{2/3}$

where  is the reduced gravitational acceleration;  is the bottom saline layer thickness;  is the average channel
width for saline water flow.

For saline water density  and freshwater density :

 =  = 

If we assume the flow width  is 1.1 m (i.e. average flow width for a  thick saline layer in the trapezoidal
channel), then:

Appendix B: Trapezoidal channel Froude number

* Single-layer flow, non-rotating case:

 = 

where

 is bottom width; ,  is sidewall outside angle;  is flow height;  is flow velocity.
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